
1. Introduction
The Andes is a long mountain belt across the entire western margin of the South American continent, ex-
tending for more than 6,000 km. The subduction of the Nazca plate below South America along the Central 
Andes has resulted in drastic crustal shortening (Oncken et al., 2006) and thickening (Heit et al., 2008; 
Heit, Sodoudi, et al., 2007; X. Yuan et al., 2000), magmatism (S. M. Kay & Coira, 2009; S. M. Kay & Mpo-
dozis, 2002; S. M. Kay et al., 1994; Wörner et al., 1992, 2000), and lithospheric delamination (Allmending-
er et al., 1997; Beck & Zandt, 2002; Beck et al., 2015; Bianchi et al., 2013; J. Chen et al., 2020; Garzione 
et al., 2017; R. W. Kay & Kay, 1993; Schurr et al., 2006; Scire, Biryol, et al., 2015; Whitman et al., 1996). The 
age of the subducting Nazca plate is ∼45–50 Ma at the trench (Müller et al., 2008) as it enters the subduc-
tion zone with a convergence rate of 61–65 mm/yr (Angermann et al., 1999; Norabuena et al., 1999). The 
subduction of the Nazca plate initiated around 70–80 Ma, and it is thought to have reached the lower mantle 
beneath the Central Andes ∼50 Ma ago, according to a recent plate reconstruction based on slab unfolding 
(Y. Chen et al., 2019).

The widest part of the Andean orogen is between 15° and 27°S (Figure 1), where the subduction angle is 
20°–30°, flanked southwards and northwards by the flat subduction segments, where the subducted Nazca 
plate flattens out to become nearly horizontal. The Altiplano and Puna plateaus together constitute the 
second largest high plateau in the world, the Central Andean Plateau (Figure 1), which is also the only 
one that formed under a subduction regime. The Altiplano plateau (AP), in the northern part of the Cen-
tral Andean Plateau, is characterized by a single internally drained basin with an average rather uniform 
elevation around 3,800 m, whereas the southern part of the Central Andean Plateau is the Puna plateau 
(PN), which exhibits a higher altitude around 4,500 m with more rugged relief, enclosing a series of internal 
drained basins. The Central Andean Plateau is flanked to the west by the Western Cordillera (WC) and to 
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the east by the Eastern Cordillera (EC), followed by the Subandean Rang-
es (SA), Santa Barbara System (SB) and the Sierras Pampeanas (SP) from 
the north to the south (Figure 1).

The formation of the Central Andean Plateau is thought to be linked 
to lithospheric foundering beneath the Central Andes (e.g., Beck & 
Zandt,  2002; DeCelles et  al.,  2015; Garzione et  al.,  2006; R. W. Kay 
& Kay,  1993; S. M. Kay et  al.,  1994; McQuarrie et  al.,  2005). Although 
many researchers agree on the existence of lithospheric foundering in 
the Central Andes, there remain vigorous debates on its mechanisms, 
scale, pattern, timing, and surface expression. The tectonic history of 
the eastern margin of the Central Andes exhibits north-south variations, 
which might provide an insight into the lithospheric processes. North 
of 24°S, deformation in the EC occurred between ∼40 and 15 Ma (Mc-
Quarrie et al., 2005; Oncken et al., 2006) before migrating to the SA af-
ter 10 Ma, forming a thin-skinned fold and thrust belt (Allmendinger & 
Gubbels,  1996; Allmendinger et  al.,  1997; Garzione et  al.,  2017; Ibarra 
et  al.,  2019; Sobolev & Babeyko,  2005). In contrast, south of 24°S, the 
back-arc deformation becomes thick-skinned in the SB and finally chang-
es to the basement-cored uplift in the SP (Allmendinger & Gubbels, 1996; 
Allmendinger et  al.,  1997; Garzione et  al.,  2017; Oncken et  al.,  2006; 
Sobolev & Babeyko,  2005). The relations between Nazca plate subduc-
tion, foundering of the continental lithosphere and the latitudinal varia-
tions of deformation style within the back-arc are still poorly understood; 
further progress depends on a good understanding of the lithospheric 
structure.

The seismic structure of the crust and upper mantle beneath the Cen-
tral Andes has been investigated by many tomographic studies, includ-
ing regional body wave tomography (e.g., Comte et  al.,  2016; Huang 
et al., 2019; Husen et al., 2000; Koulakov et al., 2006; Schurr & Rietbro-
ck, 2004; Schurr et al., 2006), teleseismic tomography (Bianchi et al., 2013; 
Heit et al., 2008; Portner et al., 2020; Rodríguez et al., 2020; Scire, Biry-
ol, et al., 2015; Scire, Zandt, et al., 2016; Scire et al., 2017), and surface 
wave and ambient noise tomography (Antonijevic et  al.,  2016; Calixto 
et al., 2013; Delph et al., 2017; Porter et al., 2012; Ward et al., 2013, 2014, 
2016, 2017). Previous teleseismic and global tomography results revealed 
a continuous subducted Nazca slab from the uppermost mantle down to 
the lower mantle (Heit et al., 2008; Lei et al., 2020; Portner et al., 2020; 
Ritsema et  al.,  2011; Rodríguez et  al.,  2020; Scire, Biryol, et  al.,  2015) 
with a potential slab tear at the southeastern edge of the Pampean flat 
subduction zone (Portner & Hayes, 2018; Portner et al., 2020). However, 
teleseismic tomography cannot easily separate anomalies in the crust and 
uppermost mantle due to smearing along steep ray paths, such that the 

starting model and crustal corrections can exert a strong influence on the final results in this depth range. 
In contrast, local and regional earthquake tomography can provide more details for the crust and upper 
mantle in the selected regions but lacks resolution at larger depths. In some of these aforementioned region-
al tomographic studies, the upper part of the Nazca slab is visible as a relatively continuous high-velocity 
anomaly beneath the Central Andes and various back-arc seismic structures were also imaged (e.g., Bianchi 
et al., 2013; J. Chen et al., 2020; Schurr et al., 2006). However, these studies were limited to small specific 
regions according to the footprints of the temporary seismic arrays, typically differing among each others in 
many methodological details, which makes margin-wide comparisons difficult.

In order to obtain a large-scale model for a wider part of the margin without losing details in the crust, 
we collect seismic waveform data from the previous temporary and permanent network stations deployed 
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Figure 1. Map of major morphotectonic provinces and volcanism centers 
(modified from Tassara, 2005) in the Central Andes, including the forearc 
(FA), Central Depression (CD), Domeyko Cordillera (DC), Atacama Basin 
(AB), Frontal Cordillera (FC), Western Cordillera (WC), Altiplano (AP), 
Eastern Cordillera (EC), Puna (PN), Precordillera (PC), Subandean Ranges 
(SA), Santa Barbara system (SB), Sierras Pampeanas (SP); Altiplano-Puna 
Volcanic Complex (APVC, enclosed by the red line). Cerro Galan Caldera 
(CGC); Pica Volcanic Gap (PVG). The purple dashed lines represent three 
major oceanic Ridges, including the Nazca Ridge, Iquique Ridge and Juan 
Fernandez Ridge. The reconstruction of the trace of the subducted Juan 
Fernandez Ridge has been taken from Yáñez et al. (2001). Red triangles 
denote volcanoes (retrieved from Global Volcanism Program, Smithsonian 
Institution, Venzke, 2013). Topography data has been retrieved from the 
ETOPO1 Global Relief Model (Amante & Eakins, 2009); the white saw-
tooth line denotes the position of the Trench. Inset marks the position of 
our study region in South America.
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between 1988 and 2018 and integrate them into a multi-scale three-dimensional full waveform inversion 
(FWI; e.g., Blom et al., 2020; Krischer et al., 2018; Simutė et al., 2016) to infer the seismic structure within 
the crust and upper mantle. Accurate simulations of seismic wave propagation through laterally hetero-
geneous models allow the calculation of accurate finite-frequency kernels with the adjoint method (e.g., 
Blom et al.,  2020; M. Chen et al.,  2015; P. Chen et al.,  2007; Fichtner et al.,  2010; Krischer et al.,  2018; 
Lei et al., 2020; Simutė et al., 2016; Tao et al., 2018; Tape et al., 2010; van Herwaarden et al., 2020; Xiao 
et al., 2020). Advances in the computational power make it feasible to invert the full waveform to image the 
seismic structure at regional scales down to relatively short periods, here 12 s.

In this study, we invert for the long-wavelength seismic velocity structures from the low frequency data first 
and progressively move to higher frequency waveforms, thereby avoiding strong dependence on the starting 
model. We present a new model of the seismic velocities in the crust and upper mantle beneath the Andean 
orogen between 14° and 30°S, from the coast until well into the back-arc, in the southern part of the study 
region even reaching the Andean foreland, with depth resolution down to ∼250 km.

2. Data
We retrieved centroid hypocenters, origin times and moment tensors for over 600 events with magnitudes 
between MW 5.0 and 7.0 within our study region from the Global Centroid-Moment-Tensor (GCMT) cat-
alog (Ekström et al., 2012). Seismic waveforms were recorded by 26 permanent and temporary networks 
deployed at various periods between 1994 and 2018 (Figure 2b and Table 1). We packed the waveforms and 
metadata into one Adaptable Seismic Data Format (ASDF; Krischer et al., 2016) file for every event. Every 
complete ASDF container includes the seismic waveforms, the event information in QuakeML format 
(Schorlemmer et al., 2011) and the station information in StationXML format. As the computational cost 
for FWI scales with the number of the events, a practical approach is to maximize the amount of seismic 
waveform data for every event used in the study (Krischer et al., 2018). Thus, we exclude events with only 
few receivers or recorded only by short-period instruments. For each stage of the inversion, as it extends to 
shorter periods, we make a visual check of the remaining events, and remove some waveforms, which are 
noisy or which show obvious signs of cycle skipping compared to synthetics computed with the current 
model. Events that failed to provide enough reliable measurements after visual inspection were also deleted. 
Each event in the final data set has been recorded by 20–100 stations. During pre-processing, the instrument 
responses were removed from the raw seismic data to obtain the ground displacement. Zero-phase third 
order Butterworth band pass filters with varying passbands were applied during the different stages of the 
inversion (see Section 3).

3. Methods
Our waveform modeling and inversion are mainly based on the full waveform adjoint methodology (Ficht-
ner et al., 2009; Tromp et al., 2004). Solutions of the visco-elastic wave equation in a radially anisotropic 
earth media are obtained from Salvus (Afanasiev et al., 2019), which is a suite of highly parallelized soft-
ware performing full waveform modeling and inversion, which makes use of graphics processing unit accel-
eration and offers wavefield adapted meshes (Thrastarson et al., 2020; van Driel et al., 2020). Compared to 
earlier works, we introduce some technical modifications of the inversion workflow and misfit functionals, 
with details presented below.

3.1. Parameterization and Starting Model

The model is parameterized into velocities for vertically and horizontally propagating P-waves (VPV and 
VPH) and vertically and horizontally polarized S-waves (VSV and VSH), density ρ and shear attenuation Qμ 
(Figure 3). We extract an initial model from the second generation of the Collaborative Seismic Earth Model 
(CSEM; Fichtner et al., 2018). Specifically, the initial model consists of a global one-dimensional background 
model based on a modified Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM; Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) 
including attenuation, where the 220-km discontinuity is replaced by a linear gradient. In the mantle, the 
three-dimensional S-velocity perturbations from S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999) are superimposed on this 
model. Perturbations of the P-velocity are scaled to S-velocity using the relation proposed by Ritsema and 
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van Heijst (2002). The crust is derived from the model of Meier et al. (2007). CSEM and thus our initial 
model also incorporates constraints from a previous large-scale FWI work (Colli et al., 2013). Voigt averaged 
(Panning & Romanowicz, 2006) isotropic VP and VS of the initial model and their comparisons with the final 
model are illustrated within the supporting information (Figures S1–S2 and S4–S9).

Although the parameterization specifies six parameters at each point not all can be resolved independently. 
In order to reduce the possible bias from a fixed density (Blom et al., 2017; Płonka et al., 2016), we update 
the density through the iterations but abstain from the interpretations due to the inferior resolution relative 
to the seismic velocity parameters. The number and type of velocity parameters being inverted for are varied 
through the stages of the multi-scale inversion (see Section 3.3). Attenuation is fixed through the whole in-
version. In this study, we will focus on the interpretation of isotropic VS, as this is the most robustly resolved 
parameter (see Section 3.4). However, VP is also fairly well resolved and is presented in the supporting in-
formation without interpretation.

3.2. Misfit Functional

Various misfit functionals have been defined and applied in previous FWI studies (Fichtner, 2010; Kristek-
ová et al., 2009; Q. Liu & Tromp, 2008; Tao et al., 2017; Y. O. Yuan et al., 2020). A reasonable and robust de-
sign for the misfit functional with its corresponding adjoint sources plays a crucial role in the convergence 
and final outcome of the inversion (Fichtner, 2010). The main effect of the long-wavelength earth structure 
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Figure 2. (a) Map showing seismicity (magnitude > Mw 2.5) and Nazca slab depth contours. Black lines represent the slab contours, retrieved from the 
Slab2.0 global subduction zone model (Hayes et al., 2018), seismicity from 1991 to 2019 was extracted from the U.S. Geological Survey-National Earthquake 
Information Center catalog (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/). The beach balls indicate the focal mechanisms of the earthquakes used for the 
full waveform inversion in this study. (b) Map showing seismic stations of individual networks used in the study with circles marking the permanent stations. 
Detailed information about the networks is given in Table 1.
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is to speed up or delay the arrival times of the seismic phases, but applying the classical L2 misfit directly on 
the waveforms would introduce local minima, as the absolute amplitude recordings are less reliable than 
the phase measurements and the misfit is prone to be dominated by the outliers, thus placing strong de-
mands on the quality of measurements. In addition, amplitudes are highly sensitive to the focal mechanism 
at some azimuths. At the other extreme, the cross correlation time shift is probably the most widely used 
misfit measure in finite-frequency inversions. Its popularity results from the robustness of the measure-
ment for the specific seismic phase shifts and its quasi-linear relation to the earth structure that facilitates 
the solution for tomographic inverse problems and overcomes the excessive nonlinearity introduced by 
the L2 (e.g., M. Chen et al., 2015; Y. Liu et al., 2017; Luo & Schuster, 1991; Zhu et al., 2015). However, this 
method cannot fully exploit the distortion of the observed data due to the small-scale heterogeneities or the 
interference of multiple phases (Fichtner, 2010; Tao et al., 2017). Although the L2 waveform fit and cross 
correlation time shift have been applied successfully in FWI, their applicability is limited to the cases where 
the seismic phases are clearly separable (cross correlation time shift) or where the observed and the synthet-
ic waveforms are very similar (L2 waveform fit). Our work takes advantage of Time-Frequency Phase Shift 
misfits (Fichtner et al., 2008; Kristeková et al., 2009) for the first five inversion stages (Table 2). It is based 
on the transformation of both the observed and synthetic data into the time-frequency domain where the 
frequency-dependent phase shift misfits are measured and thus more waveform details are included than 
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Code Data Center Start End Reference

C IRISDMC 2007 2009 Chilean National Seismic Network

C1 IRISDMC 2012 - Universidad De Chile (2013)

CX GEOFON 2006 - GFZ and CNRS-INSU (2006)

GE GEOFON 1993 - GEOFON Data Centre (1993)

GT IRISDMC 1993 - Albuquerque Seismological 
Laboratory (ASL)/USGS (1993)

IQ GEOFON 2009 - Cesca et al. (2009)

IU IRISDMC 1988 - Albuquerque Seismological 
Laboratory (ASL)/USGS (1988)

WA IRISDMC 2011 - West Central Argentina Network

2B GEOFON 2007 2009 Heit, Yuan, et al. (2007)

3D GEOFON 2014 2016 Asch et al. (2014)

5E GEOFON 2011 2013 Asch et al. (2011)

8F GEOFON 2005 2012 Wigger et al. (2016)

8G GEOFON 2013 2015 Salazar et al. (2013)

X6 IRISDMC 2007 2009 Sandvol and Brown (2007)

XE IRISDMC 1994 1995 Silver et al. (1994)

XH IRISDMC 1996 1997 Zandt (1996)

XP IRISDMC 2010 2013 West and Christensen (2010)

XS RESIF 2010 2013 Vilotte (2011)

Y9 GEOFON 2007 2008 Sobiesiak and Schurr (2007)

YS IRISDMC 2009 2013 Pritchard (2009)

ZA GEOFON 2002 2004 Asch et al. (2002)

ZA GEOFON 1994 1994 PISCO94

ZB GEOFON 1997 1997 Schurr et al. (1997)

ZD IRISDMC 2010 2013 Wagner et al. (2010)

ZG IRISDMC 2010 2012 Beck et al. (2010)

ZL IRISDMC 2007 2009 Beck and Zandt (2007)

Table 1 
Seismic Network Information
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in the single cross correlation time shift misfits. A significant advantage of this functional is the freedom 
of the time window selection, where it is no longer required to isolate particular seismic phases. The disad-
vantage of this approach is that additional care needs to be taken to avoid cycle skipping, especially for the 
higher frequency signals used in the final iteration stages. For the derivation of this misfit functional and 
corresponding adjoint sources, the reader is referred to Fichtner (2010).

In addition, we incorporate the cross correlation coefficient (CCC) misfit into the high-frequency stage of 
our inversion workflow (stage VI in Table 2), which provides another measurement of the discrepancy of 
the synthetic and observed data, where the relative amplitudes of different arrivals are taken into account 
and which is nevertheless little affected by the source or receiver properties (Tao et al., 2018). This method 
was introduced and used for one-dimensional waveform fitting by Matzel and Grand (2004) and then ap-
plied to FWI by Tao et al. (2017) and Tao et al. (2018).

The window selection is achieved with a semi-automatic algorithm, where the data are cross-correlated with 
the current synthetics within a sliding window and certain criteria are imposed on the CCCs and time shifts 
for the window acceptance (Krischer, Fichtner, et al., 2015; Maggi et al., 2009). Following the automatic 
pre-selection, we visually checked and tuned the time windows to avoid the cycle skipping aforementioned 
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Figure 3. The reference one-dimensional model derived from the depth-averaged initial Collaborative Seismic Earth 
Model model (Fichtner et al., 2018), compared with isotropic Preliminary Reference Earth Model (Dziewonski & 
Anderson, 1981).

No. Periods It. Simulation time Events Windows Optimization Misfit

I 40–80 s 5 600 s 39 8,130 CG TF

II 30–80 s 7 600 s 53 9,916 CG TF

III 20–80 s 7 600 s 77 19,211 CG TF

IV 20–80 s 8 600 s 77 32,753 L-BFGS TF

V 15–80 s 10 600 s 117 37,240 L-BFGS TF

VI 12–60 s 7 600 s 117 37,242 L-BFGS CCC

Table 2 
Overview of Inversion Stages
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to fully exploit the distortion of the body wave phases due to small structure. The final acceptance criterion 
for every time window is the CCC misfit between the synthetic waveform and the observed ones should be 
less than 0.4.

3.3. Multi-Scale Inversion

The gradients of the misfit functional with respect to the model parameters are calculated using the adjoint 
method. The gradients can be used in various optimization schemes such as conjugate-gradients (CG) or 
Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS, D. Liu & Nocedal, 1989), both 
of which we have implemented in our inversion workflow (see Text S1 and Table 2).

To obtain a global optimal solution and avoid the risk of being trapped in the local minimum, we follow a 
common approach of multi-scale inversion scheme (Bunks et al., 1995). Multi-scale FWI implies that we 
begin with the inversion from the long-period data for the long-wavelength seismic structure and march 
into the high-frequency domain to infer the small-scale structure. Through a multi-scale scheme, we could 
reduce the risk of the convergence to the local minima. We divide the whole inversion procedure into six 
stages (Table 2 and Figure 5c). For stages I–III, we use CG to update the model and observe clear drops of 
the misfits relative to the initial model whereas for stages IV–VI, we introduced the L-BFGS algorithm into 
the inversion in order to increase the convergence rate for the higher frequency inversion. We restart the CG 
or (and) L-BFGS for each stage, as the frequency contents, selected events and time windows and/or misfit 
functionals are adapted. The 20–80 s inversion was divided into two stages (III and IV) to accommodate 
additional time windows that are able to meet the selection criteria after the model was improved through 
stage III. For stages I–V, we use the time-frequency phase shift misfits (TF). Finally, in stage VI, we adopt 
the CCC misfit as the misfit function to measure the relative amplitudes, which captures waveform distor-
tions from multi-pathing or scattering after most of the phase shifts have already been eliminated through 
the previous iterations. For the first five inversion stages (I–IV), isotropic VP, VSV, VSH, and density ρ are 
updated, whereas for the final two inversion stages (V and VI), we update VPV, VPH, VSV, VSH, and density ρ 
simultaneously.

We also build up a validation data set to avoid the potential overinterpreting in the inversion data set, which 
is independent of the inversion data set thus not involved in the inversion procedure. The validation data 
set consists in 30 events and provides 2,164 unique ray paths (Figure 5). Incorporation of the validation 
data set could facilitate to identify the convergence due to an improved model should provide better fit to 
both the inversion and validation data sets (Lu et al., 2020). The evolution of the misfits within each stage 
is shown in Figure 5c. Surprisingly, during stages I and II, the misfit reduction is actually slightly higher for 
the validation than the inversion data set. We believe this indicates that at the long periods (and thus wave 
lengths), there is essentially no overfitting and the exact misfit reduction is therefore controlled by the noise 
levels or the earthquake-station data coverage. The fact that the validation data set improves more is thus 
coincidence; the important point is that the differences in fit between both sets are minor. In every stage, 
the evolution of the misfits for the validation data set has the same trend as that of the inversion data set, 
which illustrates the robustness of our multi-scale inversion scheme (Krischer et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2020).

Technically, in this work, we employ the Large-scale Seismic Inversion Framework 2.0 (LASIF; Krischer, 
Fichtner, et al., 2015; Thrastarson et al., 2021) for the simulation management, which is a framework and 
toolkit for the adjoint FWI, especially designed for Salvus. In practice, we take advantage of this package 
to set up iterations, generate input files for the simulation submissions, select time windows and calculate 
misfits and adjoint sources between the observed and synthetic data. Model updates were carried out out-
side LASIF based on our own implementation of the CG and L-BFGS algorithms (Figure 4). Furthermore, 
in order to lower the effects of the uneven coverage of seismic stations, we integrate the station weightings 
into the inversion, as implemented in LASIF (Krischer, Fichtner, et al., 2015; Thrastarson et al., 2021). The 
station weighting scheme takes fully account of the distances between neighboring stations and the num-
ber of the neighboring stations for every station. Every station's weight thus is inversely proportional to the 
average distance with the other stations.
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3.4. Model Assessment

In this subsection, we analyze the resolution for the inversion and the trade-offs among the parameter types. 
In traditional ray theory tomography, the checkerboard test is popular and relatively robust with low com-
putational costs, but it is computationally prohibitive for FWIs. In this study, we therefore approximate the 
Hessian-vector product Hδm for a test function δm (Fichtner & Leeuwen, 2015; Fichtner & Trampert, 2011; 
Tao et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2015, 2017)

   ( ) ( )H m g m m g m (1)

where g(m) denotes the summed gradient from the adjoint simulations for model m, whereas g (m + δm) 
indicates the gradient from the perturbed model m + δm.

If the synthetics from the final model provide a good fit of the observed data and the inversion thus has 
reached convergence, Hδm can be used to estimate the model resolution. Specifically, when the δm is near-
ly point-localized, the Hδm will be a linearized point-spread function.

In order to provide a visual representation of resolution throughout the model rather than just for a sin-
gle model node, we perturbed our model by adding velocity perturbations (δm) in a three-dimensional 
checkerboard pattern in the upper mantle made up of Gaussian spheres with ±1% maximum amplitude of 
the velocity for a specific depth and a Gaussian σ of 40 km. The horizontal and depth grid spacing of the 
Gaussian spheres are 2° and 100 km (Figure 6). We calculate Hδm for this anomaly pattern for VSV, VSH, and 
isotropic VP separately (Figures 6, 7, S10 and S11). For VSV within the middle crust, we added similar Gauss-
ian spheres but with σ = 25 km at 20 km depth and a horizontal grid spacing of 1° in order to demonstrate 
the higher resolution at shallow depths.

Through the multi-parameter point-spread tests, we could confirm that the resolution in the crust is the 
highest (20–25 km). For the upper mantle, VSV, VSH, and VP could be resolved with 30–40 km spatial resolu-
tion, although they suffer from weak smearing and some crosstalks between parameter classes, particularly 
between VSV and VSH (Figure 6). Therefore, we focus our interpretation on the isotropic VS model due to its 
better resolution but show the VP model in the supporting information (Figure S10). To further quantitative-
ly assess the resolution, we also present the normalized product of the perturbations δm and the resultant 
Hessian product Hδm within and between parameter classes (Figures S12–S14).
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Figure 4. Inversion workflow in this study with Conjugate-Gradient and L-BFGS implemented. The background is the three-dimensional view of the final VS 
velocity model.
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Figure 5. (a) Total ray paths used for the inversion with earthquakes and stations (b) Ray path for the validation data set (c) Misfit evolution over the complete 
inversion comprising six stages over progressively increasing frequency bands. The blue and red lines denote the misfits evolution using the Conjugate-Gradient 
and L-BFGS method respectively. Misfits are normalized relative to each onset of the individual inversion stages. The green lines indicate the misfit evolution of 
the validation data set.
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Figure 6. Resolution estimates based on Hδm, using the cross correlation coefficient misfit function and the same time windows and model as in the final 
inversion stage (VI; see text). (a)–(c): Horizontal slices of input (δm) 1% Gaussian VSV perturbations (δVSV) with σ = 40 km at 80 km, 180 and 300 km depth in 
the upper mantle. (d)–(f): SV

SV SVH V  for the upper mantle with respect to VSV perturbations (δVSV); (g)–(i): P
SV SVH V  for VP with respect to δVSV, which represents 

the trade-offs between VSV and VP; (j)–(l): Point-spread functions ( SH
SV SVH V ) for VSH with respect to δVSV, which represents the trade-offs between VSV and VSH; 

(m): Independent test for the crust with input δm of 1% Gaussian VSV perturbations (δVSV) with σ = 25 km at 20 km; (n)–(p): Point-spread functions of VSV, VP 
and VSH in the crust with respect to the input perturbations of δVSV in (m). The gray lines denote the trust region for the interpretations in Section 5.

Figure 7. East-west cross-sections of resolution tests for VSV (see Figure 6 and text for details) (a): Input δm for the VSV perturbations (δVSV) in the mantle; (b): 
SV

SV SVH V  in the upper mantle; (c): Input δm of VSV perturbations (δVSV) in the crust; (d): SV
SV SVH V  for VSV in the crust.
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3.5. Limitations

In this study, we do not invert for the earthquake sources but assume the centroid-moment-tensor solutions 
from the GCMT catalog to be correct. The reason is that our inversion domain is regional and many of our 
events are at the edge or outside the region covered by stations, implying a poor azimuthal coverage for the 
source inversion. Therefore, the globally determined centroid solutions are likely to be better constrained 
than the regional moment tensor inversion. In order to mitigate the potential bias from mislocated events, 
we manually check and monitor the waveform fits, paying particular attention to the waveform polarities of 
the stations near the extension of the nodal planes of the earthquakes.

We further note that the wave propagation simulations are carried out on a regular spherical chunk mesh 
without taking into account the topography, ocean layer or explicitly meshed internal discontinuities. The 
periods covered in this study (12–60 s) mainly reflect the structure of the middle crust to the upper mantle 
and the effects of topography on the near surface structures could be negligible as the amplitude of the 
topography (4–6 km) for the Central Andean Plateau is much smaller than half of the minimum seismic 
wavelength (15 km; Nuber et al., 2016). However, in the future work, we would add more constraints from 
topography and internal discontinuities into the higher frequency surface wave inversion. In addition, a 
more sophisticated weighting scheme could be introduced and compared to further balance and estimate 
the effects from the uneven data coverage (Ruan et al., 2019) to speed up the convergence.

4. Results
After 44 iterations, we obtain the final velocity model. The improved match between observed and synthetic 
waveforms for the final model are shown exemplarily for a few events and stations in Figure 8. Moderate 
and deep earthquakes in the slab below the foreland of the Central Andes played a particular role in pro-
viding a diversity of ray path directions. Up-going rays from these deep events do not only illuminate the 
slab and mantle wedge, but due to their steep ray paths reduce the effect of lateral smearing in the crust and 
particularly upper mantle (Figure 8b).

Because of the upper limit (12 s) of the frequency bands and the inclusion of surface waves, the resolution 
of VS is better than VP, so we focus on the presentation and discussion on the VS model. Nevertheless, the 
VP model is also valid and therefore the isotropic VP model is presented in the supporting information. 
Although both VSV and VSH were resolved separately and contain information on the radial anisotropic 
structure, we prefer to translate the VSV and VSH into isotropic VS through the Voigt average (Panning & Ro-
manowicz, 2006) to avoid bias from unevenly distributed ray paths. The model is displayed in Figures 9–14. 
Figures 9 and 10 show the horizontal sections at crustal and mantle depths, respectively. Absolute velocities 
are plotted for the crust but velocity perturbations relative to the isotropic one-dimensional CSEM model 
(Figure 3) are used for the mantle to amplify the velocity variations. Figures 11–13 show detailed horizontal 
and vertical sections across the whole Central Andes including southern Peru, northern and central Chile, 
respectively; Figure 14 shows three along-strike cross sections (Q, R, and S). Locations for all cross-sections 
are shown in Figure 9b. Meanwhile, in order to navigate the study area and facilitate the discussion, all the 
geological and geographical abbreviations are listed in Table 3.

4.1. Seismic Velocity Structure of the Crust

4.1.1. Crustal Structure of the Arc and Back-arc

The striking feature in the crust (Figure 9) is a long band of low-velocity anomalies extending from 16°S 
to 28°S, which closely follows the active volcanic arc. North of 23°S, this low-velocity anomaly follows the 
boundary between the AP and WC and then extends southwest around the eastern boundary of the Ata-
cama Basin (AB) into the southern tip of the WC. To facilitate the discussion, we divide this low-velocity 
band into seven parts (low-velocity anomaly C1–C7 in Figure 9a). C1 (from 16°S to 19.8°S) straddles the 
boundary of the AP and the WC, parallel to the coastline and the trench. South of 19.8°S, the amplitude of 
this low-velocity anomaly decreases (marked as WAZ, Weak Amplitude Zone in Figure 9a), which coincides 
with a gap in the volcanic arc, the Pica Volcanic Gap (PVG), where no volcanic activity occurred since the 
Middle Pleistocene (Wörner et al., 1992, 2000). VS within the WAZ ranges from 3.0 to 3.2 km/s, significantly 
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higher than C1 and C2, where VS = 2.6–2.8 km/s (Figures 9, 12 and 14). South of the PVG (WAZ), the 
low-velocity anomaly reappears as anomaly C2, coinciding with the reappearance of the active volcanoes. 
Anomaly C2 has previously been observed with regional body wave tomography (Koulakov et al., 2006; 
Schurr et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2013) and caused the appearance of a negative crustal converter in receiver 
function profiles across the Altiplano (X. Yuan et al., 2000; Wölbern et al., 2009).

From 21.5°S to 23°S (Figure  9 and Profile HH’ in Figure  12), the amplitude of the crustal low-velocity 
anomaly attains its maximum value along the whole volcanic arc in both width and amplitude beneath the 
Altiplano-Puna Volcanic Complex (APVC; anomaly C3). The APVC is a late Cenozoic large-volume silicic 
volcanic zone (de Silva, 1989) located at the transition between the AP and the higher and more rugged 
Puna plateau. Parts of C3 have previously been observed in a joint inversion of surface waves and receiver 
functions (Ward et al., 2017), where also a very low VS of ∼2.0 km/s was inferred. The frontal volcanic arc 
coincides with the western edge of C3 and both deviate from the overall trend of the arc and low-velocity 
band, so that they appear to be shifted nearly 100 km landward at 23°S (Figure 9 and Profile II’ in Fig-
ure 12). The area to the west is filled by the AB, which is characterized by fast crustal VS of ∼3.2–3.6 km/s 
(Figure 13). South of 24°S, low-velocity anomaly C4 (Figure 9 and profile JJ’ in Figure 13) beneath the 
frontal volcanic arc is much weaker than its north counterparts (C1–C3) and strikes southwestward along 
the eastern boundary of the AB. Further south from 26°S to 27.5°S, the low-velocity anomalies labeled 
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Figure 8. (a): Waveform fits for Z-component from the sample events beneath the Central Andes. Blue and red seismograms denote the synthetics from the 
initial and final models, respectively. Black seismograms represent the observed waveforms. Earthquakes and seismic stations are denoted by beach balls and 
triangles, respectively; (b): A cross section of the tomography model along 22°S. Black solid lines depict indicative up-going S-wave ray paths, calculated based 
on the one-dimensional Preliminary Reference Earth Model with the Taup module in Obspy. Three component waveforms in the top panel are arranged by 
longitude. Yellow star marks the position of the deep event. The locations in the map of this event and stations are denoted by the yellow beach ball and green 
triangles in (a). Note that amplitudes are normalized, with the normalization factor noted next to the traces. Due to the radiation pattern, the amplitude of the 
direct S-phase on the N–S component is comparatively small, such that low amplitude secondary arrivals become more visible.
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Figure 9. Horizontal slices for the isotropic VS in the crust at depths of 20 km (a), 40 km (c), and 60 km (d). Thick black lines with tooth denote the slab 
contours from Slab2.0. (b): Topographic map with the locations of the cross-sections (solid black lines with labels) shown in Figures 11–14 including 4 oblique 
cross-sections (AA’–DD’) across southern Peru, 10 EW cross sections (EE’–NN’) across the Central Andes and three curved NS cross-sections (Q R and S) across 
the volcanic arc and back-arc. Red box and circle denote the locations of the Pica Volcanic Gap (Weak Amplitude Zone) and Altiplano-Puna Volcanic Complex, 
respectively. C1–C7 and B denote the crustal velocity anomalies discussed in the text. Please note that different color scales are used for the different depth 
levels.
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with C5 and C6 display further decreased strength beneath the main volcanic arc. Beneath the southern 
PN along 25°S and 26°S (Profile KK’–LL’ in Figure 13), we detect one isolated low-velocity anomaly (C7, 
VS = 2.8–3.2 km/s) beneath a back-arc volcanic center, the Cerro Galan Caldera (CGC; Delph et al., 2017; S. 
M. Kay & Mpodozis, 2002; S. M. Kay et al., 1994).
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Figure 10. Horizontal slices for the isotropic VS perturbations for the upper mantle at depths of 80 km (a), 105 km (b), 130 km(c) and 180 km (d). The 
reference model is the one-dimensional isotropic VS from the Collaborative Seismic Earth Model shown in Figure 3. H1–H6 and M1–M9 indicate the high and 
low-velocity anomalies within the slab and the continental mantle which are used for discussion.
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Figure 11. (a) and (b) are zoomed-in horizontal slices for VS perturbations at depths of 80 and 130 km beneath the southern Peru. Black dashed lines in (a) 
mark the positions of profile AA’–DD’. (c), (e), (g), and (i) are cross sections of VS perturbations. Thin white lines mark 5% perturbation contours. (d), (f), (h), 
and (j) are absolute VS velocity model. Thin black lines mark 0.2 km/s velocity contours. Solid black lines denote the slab contours from Slab2.0 and the solid 
dark gray lines indicate the Moho depth extracted from Bishop et al. (2017). The black dots are seismicity retrieved from Kumar et al. (2016).
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4.1.2. Crustal Structure of the Forearc (FA)

Along the coast, a high-velocity band marked as B is shown beneath the forearc from 19°S to 28°S, par-
alleling the trench and coastline (Figure 9) with VS = 3.6–4 km/s at 20–30 km depth (Figure 12). In the 
40 km slice (Figure 9c), anomaly B presumably corresponds to the Nazca mantle lithosphere; as expected, 
its eastern edge approximately coincides with the top of the slab surface in Slab2.0 (Hayes et al., 2018), 
giving additional confidence in the resolving power of the inversion even slightly offshore. If we assume 
the VS = 4.2 km/s contour as indicator of the Mohorovičić (Moho), we infer a forearc crustal thickness of 
25–40 km, much thinner than the main arc beneath the WC, agreeing well with the Moho depth estimates 
from receiver functions (Heit et al., 2014; Wölbern et al., 2009; X. Yuan et al., 2002) and the density model 
with seismic constraints (Tassara & Echaurren, 2012).

In the cross-section along 21°S (profile GG’, Figure 12), we can observe strong lateral gradients or sub-verti-
cal interfaces where the velocity drops in two steps from the forearc to the volcanic arc (70.5°W–68°W). The 
first sub-vertical interface separates the Central Depression (CD) from the forearc with the 4 km/s VS con-
tour, where the Moho depth increases from 30 to 50 km (Tassara & Echaurren, 2012; Wölbern et al., 2009; X. 
Yuan et al., 2002), whereas the second delimits the CD and the WC by the 3.6 km/s contour, accompanied by 
a further drop in the Moho from 50 to 70 km. These interfaces are also characterized by a seismically active 
upper crust (Bloch et al., 2014; Sippl et al., 2018). The eastern interface also marks the position of the West 
Fissure (WF), a sub-vertical strike-slip faults system (Victor et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2009), which connects 
with the eastern end of the Quebrada Blanca Bright Spot (QBBS), a thin and distinct strong west-dipping 
reflector at 20–30 km depth visible in the Andean Continental Research Project reflection profile (Oncken 
et al., 2003; Storch et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2009). In our model, this reflector follows the −10% perturbation 
contour in the crust beneath the CD (Figure 12e). Additionally, Storch et al. (2016) and Yoon et al. (2009) 
identified a nearly vertical reflector connecting the western edge of the QBBS with the upper interface of 
the Nazca slab, which was interpreted as the Fluid Ascent Path (FAP, Figure 12f). In our image, the FAP 
is surrounded by a “nose” of low velocities in the mantle wedge, consistent with the earlier interpretation.

4.2. Seismic Velocity Structure in the Upper Mantle

In the upper mantle, the most conspicuous feature is the strong positive velocity perturbation (anomaly 
H1 in Figures 10–13), which can be associated with the subducting Nazca plate. Its geometry varies from 
the southern edge of the flat subduction beneath southern Peru (Figure 11c) to the normal dip subduction 
beneath northern Chile (Figures 12 and 13) and then again the onset of the Pampean flat subduction at 
28°S beneath western Argentina (Profile NN’ in Figure 13). These transitions are visible in a single along-
strike cross-section, profile Q (Figure 14). In addition to the dominant slab anomaly H1, we detect several 
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Abbreviations Full name Abbreviations Full name

FA Forearc CD Central Depression

DC Domeyko Cordillera AB Atacama Basin

FC Frontal Cordillera WC Western Cordillera

AP Altiplano PN Puna

PC Precordillera SA Subandean Ranges

SB Santa Barbara system SP Sierras Pampeanas

CGC Cerro Galan Caldera PVG Pica Volcanic Gap

APVC Altiplano-Puna Volcanic Complex APMB Altiplano-Puna Magma Body

LMB Lazufre Magma Body IMB Incahuasi Magma Body

IBMB Incapillo-Bonete Magma Body CGMB Cerro Galan Magma Body

WF West Fissure QBBS Quebrada Blanca Bright Spot

FAP Fluid Ascent Path WAZ Weak Amplitude Zone

Table 3 
Overview of Tectonic Abbreviations
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other anomalies in the mantle above the Nazca slab: beneath the back-arc region, we imaged high-velocity 
anomalies located beneath the back-arc (H2–H6) and low-velocity anomalies from M1 to M9 (all visible in 
the map view in Figure 10 and back-arc profiles along R and S in Figure 14). In the following, we present 
these anomalies in detail and compare them with earlier studies.

4.2.1. Subducted Nazca Plate and Mantle Wedge Beneath Southern Peru

The transition from flat to normal-dip subduction of the Nazca slab occurs below southern Peru and Bolivia 
(Figure 11). Due to limited ray coverage for southern Peru, the resolution beneath this area is restricted to 
around 150 km depth (Figure 6). Beneath the Moho along Profile BB’ (Figure 11), a large volume low-veloci-
ty region extends from the offshore into the back-arc beneath the AP. We separate this low-velocity zone into 
three parts, M7 to M9 (Figure 11); although they appear to be connected, they show noticeable differences 
in depth extent and spatial distribution. M7 extends from 50 to 100 km depth within the upper part of the 
Nazca plate, forming a necking feature in the slab (Ward et al., 2016) beneath the forearc. M9 beneath the 
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Figure 12. (a), (c), (e), (g), and (i) are cross sections of the VS perturbations for profiles EE’–II’. (b), (d), (f), (h), and (j) are cross sections of the absolute VS. 
Black dots denote the seismicity from Sippl et al. (2018). The Moho is extracted from Tassara and Echaurren (2012), denoted by gray lines. Thin black dashed 
lines beneath anomaly H2 in (e) is the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary depth contour extracted from Heit, Sodoudi, et al. (2007). Solid blue lines within the 
crust beneath the CD mark the positions of West Fissure, Quebrada Blanca Bright Spot and Fluid Ascent Path (FAP; Bloch et al., 2014; Yoon et al., 2009) along 
GG’ in (f) and the white dashed lines in (c)–(i) are oceanic Moho retrieved from X. Yuan et al. (2000). Solid black lines denote the slab contour from Slab2.0. (k), 
(l), and (m) are zoomed-in horizontal slices for the crust and upper mantle. Other elements as in Figure 11.
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frontal arc covers only a small depth range from 70 to 80 km and extends along the active volcanic arc in 
southern Peru (Figure 11). In contrast, M8 spreads mainly beneath the back-arc, spanning the transition 
between the flat subduction and normal subduction regimes. M7 to M9 beneath southern Peru share a high 
degree of similarity with the previous tomography results (Antonijevic et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2018; Ma & 
Clayton, 2014; Ward et al., 2016). South of M8, the uppermost mantle beneath the back-arc is instead domi-
nated by a strong high-velocity layer H4 at 80–120 km depth below the flat plateau of the northern AP (Ward 
et al., 2016). The transition from the flat to the normal-dip subduction is visible in profile DD’ (Figure 11) 
and appears to be accompanied by the increment of the velocities in the slab and decrease of the velocity 
within the crust beneath the volcanic arc (crustal low-velocity anomaly C1 as illustrated in Section 4.1).

4.2.2. Subducted Nazca Plate and Mantle Wedge Beneath Chile

For the seismic structure beneath northern Chile from 19°S–23°S (Profile EE’– II’, Figure 12), a continu-
ous and normal-dip subducting Nazca slab is clearly imaged in our model (Anomaly H1). Although the 
first order features are almost the same for these five profiles, there are two differences we would like to 
highlight. In profile EE’ and FF’, the seismic velocity of the Nazca slab is less pronounced than in the other 
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Figure 13. (a), (c), (e), (g), and (i) are cross sections of VS perturbations for profiles JJ’–NN’. (b), (d), (f), (h), and (j) are cross-sections of the absolute VS. Black 
dots denote the seismicity retrieved from ISC-EHB catalog http://www.isc.ac.uk/isc-ehb/. Gray solid lines denote the Moho depth retrieved from Tassara and 
Echaurren (2012). Solid black lines denote the slab contour from Slab2.0. The white dashed line in (a) is the oceanic Moho retrieved from X. Yuan et al. (2000). 
(k), (l) and (m) are zoomed-in horizontal slices for the crust and upper mantle. Other elements as in Figure 11.
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three profiles (GG’–II’) and accompanied by a weaker lower plane of the double seismic zone (DSZ; Sippl 
et al., 2018) and absence of intermediate depth seismicity cluster compared to profiles GG’–HH’ (Figures 12 
and 14a). The second difference is the variation of the strength of the low-velocity anomalies within the 
mantle wedge. From the 80 and 105 km slices and profile FF’ (Figures 10 and 12), there is a gap between 
low-velocity anomalies M1 and M2 from 19.8°S to 21°S under the PVG. The velocity range for the man-
tle wedge beneath the PVG is 4.4–4.6  km/s, while it is 4.2–4.3  km/s for M1 and M2. We remind that a 
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Figure 14. Three curved NS cross sections in the frontal arc and back-arc area (Q, R, and S) from west to the east; locations are defined in Figure 9b. (a), (c), 
and (e) are cross-sections of VS perturbations. (b), (d), and (f) are absolute velocity models. White solid lines denote the Moho depth derived from Tassara and 
Echaurren (2012) while gray lines are Moho from Bishop et al. (2017) for southern Peru, north of 18°S. Black lines are Nazca slab contours extracted from 
Slab2.0. The seismicity denoted by black dots are retrieved from Kumar et al. (2016) north of 18°S, Sippl et al. (2018) for 18°S–23°S and ISC-EHB catalog south 
of 23°S. The seismicity plotted along each profile has a half-width of 0.8° around the central longitude.
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similar gap in the low-velocity anomalies appears in the middle crust (the WAZ) in this area, as discussed 
in Section 4.1. South of 24°S, along profiles JJ’–NN’ (Figure 13), the Nazca slab begins to flatten slightly 
southwards above 200  km. Large-scale low-velocity anomalies (M3–M5) are still present above the slab 
(Figure 10) but are replaced by higher velocities south of 27°S. Separate from these, a low-velocity body M6 
to the west of M3 (and north of ∼24°S) extends from 25 km down to 100 km depth, spanning from the lower 
crust of the overriding plate to the upper part of the Nazca slab, beneath the Central Depression (CD) and 
Domeyko Cordillera (DC; Figure 13). The lower limit of M6 approximately follows the oceanic Moho re-
vealed by receiver functions (X. Yuan et al., 2000), which also indicated a slightly thicker-than-normal sub-
ducting oceanic crust. Therefore, the M6 appears to be confined to the oceanic crust and the forearc mantle 
wedge, possibly indicating a locally thicker and more hydrated oceanic crust (Ranero & Sallarès, 2004). 
Along profiles MM’–NN’ (Figure 13), the Nazca plate reaches the northern edge of the Pampean flat sub-
duction zone and the low-velocity anomalies within the mantle wedge and middle crust are both much 
weaker than in the north. South of 28°S, there is a Holocene volcanic gap, where the frontal volcanic arc has 
been quiescent since 5 Ma (S. M. Kay & Mpodozis, 2002). In addition, the amplitude of the high-velocity 
Nazca slab decreases and the slab is less well confined compared to the north. However, this area is close to 
the boundary of our study domain, where the resolution is starting to diminish.

4.2.3. Continental Lithosphere Beneath the Back-arc Altiplano (AP) and Puna (PN)

Discrete high speed anomalies are observed beneath the back-arc area including the AP and PN, which we 
mark as H2, H3, H5, and H6 (see Figures 10, 12–14). Anomaly H2 beneath the eastern AP and EC extends 
from 19°S to 23°S (Figure 12) and is still visible at 130 km depth (Figure 10). It reaches a maximum thick-
ness of 50 km at 22°S and thins rapidly south of 23°S, while it weakens gradually through its full depth 
extent to the north (Figure 14). H2 was also identified by regional tomography studies although only con-
fined from 22.5°S to 24°S and interpreted as a delaminated block (Koulakov et al., 2006; Schurr et al., 2006). 
Teleseismic tomography with a linear array (Heit et  al.,  2008) along 21°S revealed a similar high speed 
anomaly under the depressed Moho beneath the AP and EC, validating the existence of high speed north 
of 22.5°S but without being able to constrain its along-strike extent. Using receiver functions and waveform 
modeling of deep earthquakes Beck and Zandt (2002) inferred a sub-Moho VP of 8 km/s, which indicates 
lithosphere material.

An isolated cylindrical high-velocity body H3 with velocity over 4.6 km/s is visible in the upper mantle 
down to ∼150 km below the northern edge of the SB, connecting to a high-velocity zone in the crust (Fig-
ures  10 and  13). Although this anomaly is situated close to the edge of the resolution domain and the 
resolution test indicates some smearing (Figure  6), H3 is better resolved than in previous works (Scire, 
Biryol, et al., 2015; Schurr et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2013). We tentatively attribute this high-speed anomaly 
from the crust to the upper mantle as part of the Brazilian shield (Scire, Biryol, et al., 2015). More seismic 
observations are required for a precisely detailed interpretation for this strong anomaly. Another high speed 
anomaly H5 beneath the EC thrusts westwards down to 150–200 km in depth beneath the southern PN (Fig-
ures 13 and 14) which has also been observed with teleseismic (Scire, Biryol, et al., 2015) and local tomog-
raphy studies (Bianchi et al., 2013; J. Chen et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2014) but the inferred shapes differed 
between those studies. H5 is accompanied by westward thickening of the crust from the EC to PN (Tassara 
& Echaurren, 2012). Further south, high-speed anomaly H6 locates beneath the northern SP, occupying the 
entire lithosphere and merged with the flat Nazca slab along 27°S (Figures 10 and 13).

5. Discussion
5.1. Transition Zone From Flat to Normal Dip Subduction Beneath Southern Peru

Although the study domain does not fully cover the flat subduction zone beneath Peru and Bolivia, the 
southeast tip of the flat subduction and the transition from the flat to the normal dip subduction zone 
are imaged clearly (Figure 11). The southeastern portion of the flat subducting Nazca slab is visible along 
profile AA’ as a continuous high-velocity body down to the bottom of the resolved region (i.e., 150 km) but 
becomes low-velocity and discontinuous in its upper part along BB’ (M7) showing a necking feature. The 
slab necking was also reported by other tomography studies (Ma & Clayton, 2014; Ward et al., 2016) and 
with a high VP/VS ratio (Lim et al., 2018). The inland trace of the Nazca Fracture Zone seems delineating 
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the northern boundary of M7, which is a narrow (25–50 km) oceanic fracture zone, marking the transi-
tion of the oceanic floor age from 45 to 50 Ma. This fracture zone possibly introduces more fluids into the 
Nazca crust and mantle lithosphere than in the adjacent regions (Figure 11a). Thus, low-velocity anomaly 
M7 may represent oceanic crust that has not yet metamorphosed into eclogite facies and possibly includes 
part of the hydrated Nazca mantle lithosphere (Kim & Clayton, 2015; Ward et al., 2016). Additionally, two 
low-velocity anomalies M9 and M8 (Figure 11a), beneath the frontal arc and back-arc, respectively, span a 
broad depth range from the continental Moho to the upper interface of the slab. M9 beneath the frontal arc 
extends down to over 80 km, deeper than could be resolved in previous surface wave tomography (Ward 
et al., 2016). M9 presumably represents a more strongly serpentinized mantle wedge (Ward et al., 2016); 
enhanced dehydration from the oceanic crust and lithosphere within the subducted Nazca fracture zone 
(M7) would be expected to introduce more fluids into the mantle wedge, causing not only serpentinization 
but also enhanced partial melting, thus explaining also the low-velocity anomalies in the continental crust 
(Figure 9). M8 beneath the back-arc is a horizontal low-velocity layer below the Moho, extending ∼100 km 
along strike, hinting at the absence of the continental lithosphere of the upper plate. Ward et al. (2016) ten-
tatively interpreted this anomaly as the concentration of fluids coming off the distorted slab. Based on our 
model, we do not preclude the possibility of the removal of the lithosphere due to the delamination, which 
would also explain the observed surface uplift since 9 Ma (Garzione et al., 2017).

Interestingly, in cross section CC’ (Figure 11e), fast anomaly H4 has a similar depth extent (up to ∼100 km) 
as low-velocity anomaly M8 in BB’ (Figure 11g), when considering the velocity perturbations. We note the 
anti-correlation between the velocity within the uppermost mantle and topography, that is, H4 is accom-
panied by the (relatively) lower topography in the AP and EC, while M8 is associated with the on average 
4,000 m high topography along BB’, as qualitatively expected if the mantle lithosphere contributes to the 
isostatic balance (Ward et al., 2016). Two hypotheses were proposed to explain the presence of lithospheric 
material (anomaly H4) here. Either, it is the original mantle lithosphere of the AP (Ward et al., 2016), or it 
corresponds to the Brazilian Shield underthrusting from the East (Beck & Zandt, 2002; Ma & Clayton, 2015). 
Though coming up to the edge of the resolved region, H4 does seem to be connected with the lithosphere 
from the east beneath EC and SA, so that our results favor the latter hypothesis.

5.2. Normal Dip Subduction Zone and the Dehydration of the Nazca Plate Beneath Northern 
Chile

We first review the key seismological observations related to the normal-dip subduction as we illustrated in 
the last section: (1) A weak low-velocity zone within the uppermost mantle and middle crust (WAZ) from 
19.8°S–21°S, coincides with the PVG: North and south to this gap, large amplitude low-velocity anomalies 
emerge within the middle crust (anomalies C1 and C2) and the uppermost mantle (anomalies M1 and M2) 
beneath the active volcanoes (Figures 12 and 14); (2) The positive velocity anomalies within the slab at 
depth of 80–120 km are stronger and accompanied by a more vigorous DSZ and prominent intermediate 
depth seismicity cluster south of 21°S than further north (Figure 12; Sippl et al. (2018)).

In receiver functions images, a strong oceanic Moho converter has been observed (X. Yuan et al., 2000, 2002). 
Sippl et  al.  (2018) compared the locations of the upper plane of the DSZ with this converter and thus 
demonstrated that the upper plane DSZ seismicity locates within the oceanic crust. Both DSZ and converter 
disappear downdip at the same position and the DSZ is replaced with a dense intermediatedepth seismic 
cluster which was interpreted as indicating the completion of eclogitization of the oceanic crust (Bjørner-
ud et al., 2002; Hacker et al., 2003; Okazaki & Hirth, 2016; Sippl et al., 2018; Sobolev & Babeyko, 1994; 
Wagner et al., 2020). At 21°S (Figure 12), M2 locates above the intermediate depth seismic cluster, so we 
interpret M2 as the hydrated and hot mantle wedge (Wada & Wang, 2009). The dehydration of the oce-
anic lithosphere due to antigorite breakdown provides a plausible source of fluids. Here, the subducted 
mantle lithosphere probably contributes more fluids than the oceanic crust to the mantle wedge south of 
21°S (Cabrera et al., 2021; Sippl et al., 2018), causing hydration and partial melting in the mantle wedge 
(Wada & Wang, 2009) and continental crust (S. M. Kay & Coira, 2009; Schilling & Partzsch, 2001; Schilling 
et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2013) beneath the volcanic arc and triggering the dense cluster of intermediate 
and deep seismicity within the oceanic lithosphere; even the deeper, the slab is dried up and intermediate 
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depth seismicity shuts off quickly downdip (Ferrand et al., 2017; Peacock, 2001; Sippl et al., 2018; Wagner 
et al., 2020).

A recent magnetotelluric study (Araya Vargas et al., 2019) inferred the crust and mantle wedge beneath the 
PVG to have higher electric resistivity, whereas from 21°S to 23°S, a large volume low resistivity body exists 
within the mantle wedge, extending from 70 km down to 100 km above the intermediate depth seismicity 
cluster, confirming its hydrated and thermal state. Further supporting evidence comes from attenuation 
tomography, which revealed a high attenuation feature within the crust and uppermost mantle from 21°S 
to 23°S beneath the volcanic arc (Schurr et al., 2003). Combining the different extents of the partial melts 
within the crust, the hydration of the mantle wedge, the activity of the intermediate depth seismicity cluster 
and the electrical resistivity, we infer that the dehydration from the subducted Nazca lithosphere appears to 
be much more vigorous from 21°S to 23°S than beneath the PVG.

The PVG extends from 19.8°S to 21°S, corresponding to a segment where the volcanic activity is absent 
since Middle Pleistocene (Wörner et al., 1992). Araya Vargas et al. (2019) proposed that the crust beneath 
the PVG represents a block with anomalously low permeability, which precludes circulation of magmas or 
fluids within the continental crust. Some authors have argued that the subducted Iquique Ridge (Figure 1), 
composed of several seamounts (Madella et al., 2018), is associated with enhanced hydration of the Nazca 
plate prior to entering the trench from 20°S to 21°S (Araya Vargas et al., 2019; Comte et al., 2016). However, 
there is no clear evidence that this is the case for the Iquique ridge, and in fact, some clues indicate reduced 
water input into the subduction zone. Geersen et al. (2018) observed bending-related outer rise faulting only 
at 18°S–20°S, north of the projection of the Iquique Ridge. These faults are often thought to provide path-
ways for fluids into the mantle (Ranero & Sallarès, 2004), so the absence of faulting from 20°S to 21°S hints 
at reduced hydration of the oceanic lithosphere. In addition, no evidence for fluid seepage in the marine 
forearc was found in this area (Geersen et al., 2018).

In our model, higher velocities than the north and south in the crust and mantle wedge beneath the PVG 
indicate that mantle wedge is drier and (or) colder than north and south of this gap. This observation may 
suggest a much reduced slab dehydration (and wedge hydration) beneath the PVG. From an anisotropic 
P-wave tomography (Huang et al., 2019), the uppermost mantle at 60 km from 21°S to 23°S is characterized 
by trench-normal fast directions, while below the PVG trench-parallel fast directions are found, presumably 
indicating the disruption of the flow pattern in the mantle wedge. The Iquique Ridge has been subducting 
since ∼2 Ma in this region (Rosenbaum et al., 2005) and its arrival is probably coeval with the formation of 
the PVG during the Holocene (Wörner et al., 1992). We, therefore, agree with previous studies that attribute 
the development of the PVG to the subduction of the Iquique Ridge (Wörner et al., 2000), but argue that 
this has diminished hydration of the mantle wedge due to the decreased dehydration from the oceanic lith-
osphere. Wagner et al. (2020) suggests a possible reason for this by showing that thicker oceanic crust due to 
the seamounts and underplating would impede fluid infiltration reaching the oceanic mantle lithosphere. 
There is, therefore, no need to invoke permeability variations in the lower crust to explain the absence of 
volcanism there. Interestingly, unlike the Nazca Ridge beneath southern Peru and Juan Fernandez Ridge 
(Figure 1) beneath Pampean Chile, which are accompanied by prominent flat subductions of the Nazca 
plate, the subduction of the Iquique Ridge does not seem to influence the subduction angle or at least has 
not yet initiated a large-scale flat subduction possibly due to the short subduction history of the Iquique 
Ridge (Manea et al., 2017; Ramos & Folguera, 2009).

A wedge-like cluster of crustal seismicity (Bloch et al., 2014; Sippl et al., 2018) appears to overlap with the 
high-velocity forearc crust and the shallow part of the Nazca slab (anomaly B, Figures 12c–12j, profiles F–I). 
The eastern boundary of this seismicity cluster (equivalent to the 4 km/s VS contour) is at or slightly east of 
the transition from the forearc to the CD. This fast crustal forearc is characterized by high electrical resistiv-
ity (Araya Vargas et al., 2019) and low attenuation (Schurr et al., 2003, 2006). The observations thus indicate 
cold temperatures beneath the forearc and low interconnectivity of the interstitial fluids. The second lateral 
transition mentioned in Section 4, the boundary between the CD and WC, is characterized by intense upper 
crustal seismicity (Figures 12c–12h, profiles FF'–HH'). At the surface this location coincides with the WF 
faulting and the western edge of the AP. Here, the electrical resistivity is low all the way from the crust to 
the forearc mantle (Araya Vargas et al., 2019), where the low resistivity region connects to the slab at the 
onset of intermediate depth intraslab seismicity. We further conclude that this sub-vertical transition might 
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be related to upward migrating fluids from the forearc mantle wedge to the overriding plate crust, where it 
modifies the rheological properties of the forearc crust from brittle in the west to ductile in the east (Bloch 
et al., 2014).

To summarize, from 18°S to 27°S, five low-velocity anomalies M1 – M5 enclose the hydrated mantle wedge 
within the uppermost mantle beneath the frontal volcanic arc and cause the partial melting within the 
mantle wedge and crust (C1–C5, Figure 14a). In order to further quantify the fraction of partial melts within 
the crust and mantle wedge, we provide a brief estimation of partial melts in Figure S15 and discuss the 
assumptions and methods for estimation of partial melts in Text S2 (Chu et al., 2010; Delph et al., 2017; 
Ward et al., 2014). The partial melt fraction within the middle crust beneath the PVG is around 5%, whereas 
south of 21°S it is over 10%.

5.3. Multi-Stage Continental Lithospheric Foundering and the Evolution of the Crustal Magma 
Chambers

High-velocity anomaly H2, extending between 20.5°S and 23°S and down to 130 km in depth, represents a 
thin mantle lithosphere with a thickness of ∼50 km beneath the southern AP and northern PN. Receiver 
function images of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary along 21°S (Heit, Sodoudi, et al., 2007) confirm 
this thickness estimate (black dashed line in Profile GG’, Figure 12). We interpret this high-velocity layer 
as the westward leading edge of the Brazilian shield that fills in the room left by the removal of the autoch-
thonous lithosphere of the EC. Therefore, the Brazilian shield has reached beneath the EC and the east 
part of the southern AP (Beck & Zandt, 2002; McQuarrie et al., 2005; Scire, Biryol, et al., 2015). Meanwhile, 
the extent of the large-scale Altiplano-Puna Magma Body (APMB; Ward et al., 2017, anomaly C3 in the 
crust from our nomenclature) beneath the APVC implies large-scale partial melting, resulting in the largest 
magma reservoir on Earth (Ward et al., 2013, 2014, 2017) with over 22% partial melt fraction (Figure S15a). 
The thin lithosphere and additional fluid flux from enhanced hydration melting in the mantle wedge (see 
Section 5.2) contribute to the flare-up of large volume ignimbrites and the overlying higher topographic 
dome (Perkins et al., 2016).

South of 24°S, the thinned lithosphere H2 finally disappears beneath the southern PN and is replaced by 
the low-velocity uppermost mantle (Figure  13), possibly representing the upwelling asthenosphere and 
connected with the mantle wedge (M3–M5) beneath the frontal volcanic arc (Bianchi et al., 2013; J. Chen 
et al., 2020; Scire, Biryol, et al., 2015; Wang & Currie, 2015). However, in the deeper part of the upper mantle 
atop of the subducting Nazca plate, a high-velocity anomaly H5 (Profile KK’–LL’ in Figure 13) is dipping 
westwards from the boundary of the EC and SB, with its leading edge to the southern PN. Low attenuation 
was inferred for this anomaly previously (Liang et al., 2014). Bianchi et al. (2013) detected a smaller-sized 
high-speed block extending from 67°W to 66°W at 100 km depth beneath the CGC and C7, which could be a 
part of H5 in our image. We interpret this high-speed anomaly H5 as delaminated continental lithosphere, 
which agrees well with the predicted shape of delaminated blocks in the geodynamic modeling studies 
(Currie et al., 2015; Sobolev & Babeyko, 2005; Sobolev et al., 2006). Those models predict that delamina-
tion initiates at the lateral boundary between weak and strong crust (Beck et al., 2015; Currie et al., 2015; 
Krystopowicz & Currie, 2013) and the delaminated lithosphere block then sinks into the deep upper mantle 
(Sobolev et al., 2006), causing the upwelling of asthenosphere. In this interpretation, H5 therefore repre-
sents an intermediate stage in the delamination process when the lithospheric block has detached but not 
yet sunken into the deeper mantle. Back-arc low-velocity anomaly C7 (Figure 13) atop of H5 is separated 
from the volcanic arc by a normal to high speed barrier beneath Antofalla (Götze & Krause, 2002) along 
26°S (Figure 13f). Low velocities at this location were previously interpreted as Cerro Galan Magma Body 
(CGMB; Delph et al., 2017; Ward et al., 2017). The removal of the lithosphere by delamination supports the 
formation of the “MASH” zone (melting, assimilation, storage and homogenization) near the crust-mantle 
boundary (Delph et al., 2017; de Silva & Kay, 2018; Hildreth & Moorbath, 1988), which might have led to the 
formation of the Cerro Galan magma chamber (i.e., C7). South of ∼26.5°S, the high-velocity zone reaches 
much further west (anomaly H6, Figure 13), so we prefer to interpret it as the continental lithosphere of the 
SP (Beck et al., 2015; Bianchi et al., 2013; Scire, Biryol, et al., 2015). There is no clear break between H6 and 
the Nazca slab, implying the absence of an actively convecting mantle wedge. There is therefore no indica-
tion of ongoing or past delamination near the southern limit of the study region.
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The difference of the back-arc lithospheric depth structure from the southern AP to the southern PN reveals 
a cold to warm transition of the back-arc lithospheric upper mantle. However, the frontal arc and back-arc 
low-velocity anomalies within the middle crust both in our work and previous work (Ward et al., 2017) 
reveals a reversed pattern: The crustal magma chambers including APMB (C3), Lazufre Magma Body 
(C4), Incahuasi Magma Body (C5), Incapillo-Bonete Magma Body (C6) and CGMB (C7) are associated 
with silicic volcanics. From north to south they diminish in size and maximum anomaly strength (Ward 
et al., 2013, 2014, 2017), indicating a reduction of temperature and magma supply in the crust (Allmending-
er & Gubbels, 1996; Beck et al., 2015; S. M. Kay & Coira, 2009; Ward et al., 2017).

From the history of the deformation and shortening for the Central Andes, north of 24°S, tectonic short-
ening initiated around 50  Ma but the most intensive phase started at 30–25  Ma (Allmendinger & Gub-
bels, 1996; Garzione et al., 2017; Oncken et al., 2006; Sobolev & Babeyko, 2005) and terminated around 
10 Ma (Allmendinger et al., 1997; Oncken et al., 2006). In contrast, beneath the southern PN, tectonic short-
ening started around 20–15 Ma but continued until 1–2 Ma (Allmendinger & Gubbels, 1996; Allmending-
er et al., 1997; S. M. Kay & Coira, 2009; Oncken et al., 2006; Sobolev et al., 2006). The intense stages of 
shortening in the AP and PN are perhaps coeval with the passage of the Juan Fernandez Ridge and flat 
subduction of the Nazca plate (Bello-González et al., 2018; S. M. Kay & Coira, 2009; Yáñez et al., 2001). The 
southward sweep of the Juan Fernandez Ridge and the transition to a flat Nazca slab progressively initiates 
or at least facilitates (Beck et al., 2015; S. M. Kay & Coira, 2009; Liang et al., 2014) the crustal shortening 
and thickening, which activates the eclogitization of the lower crust and the weakening of the continental 
lithosphere from the north to the south. The following re-steepening of the Nazca plate beneath the south-
ern AP around 16–11 Ma, 10–6 Ma for the northern PN, and 6–3 Ma for the southern PN (S. M. Kay & 
Coira, 2009) progressively facilitate the injection of the hot asthenosphere beneath the weakened continen-
tal lithosphere, thus triggering extensive delamination through fulfilling the critical conditions, such as the 
presence of thick crust (over 45 km) in the back-arc (de Silva & Kay, 2018; Ibarra et al., 2019; Krystopowicz 
& Currie, 2013; Oncken et al., 2006; Sobolev & Babeyko, 2005; Sobolev et al., 2006), just as we are observing 
beneath the southern PN now. The delamination process would be followed by the thickening, heating and 
partial melting of the felsic part of the crust generating a large topography gradient, which would be then 
evened out by the following crustal flow (DeCelles et al., 2015; Ibarra et al., 2019; Sobolev et al., 2006), like 
the flat topography of AP. Finally, thin-skinned and simple shear deformation pattern developed in the SA 
(Allmendinger & Gubbels, 1996; Allmendinger et al., 1997; Garzione et al., 2017; Ibarra et al., 2019; Sobolev 
& Babeyko, 2005) with the underthrusting of the Brazilian shield beneath the AP during the final stage of 
the shortening after the delamination, just as the high-velocity layer H2 we detected in this work.

The initial time for the delamination beneath southern AP is around 20–12 Ma (Beck et al., 2015; Sobolev 
et al., 2006), while beneath southern PN is inferred at 6–3 Ma (Beck et al., 2015; de Silva & Kay, 2018; S. 
M. Kay & Coira, 2009; S. M. Kay et al., 1994), near the time of the eruption of the CGC (CGMB, C7). So for 
the southern PN, the delamination is probably still in progress with asthenosphere warming the base of 
the crust and possibly accompanied by the steepening process of the Nazca slab. Additionally, de Silva and 
Kay (2018) proposed that the southward migration of Juan Fernandez Ridge on the Nazca plate results in 
a switch in the styles of the volcanism: from a steady state (possibly andesite-dacite) to the flare-up mode 
(dominantly large-scale ignimbrites and caldera complexes).

To summarize, we could infer a hotter crust but rather colder back-arc lithosphere beneath the southern 
AP and northern PN with possible underthrusting of the Brazilian shield from our image. In contrast, the 
relatively cold crust and hot asthenosphere are accompanied by the delaminated lithospheric block sinking 
beneath the southern PN. The AP has undergone tectonic shortening for a few tens of millions of years and 
created a gravitationally unstable, overthickened mantle lithosphere, finally resulting in the delamination 
of the lithosphere 15 million years ago (Sobolev et al., 2006), thus acting as a current “waning” stage for 
the lithospheric foundering, while the crust of the southern PN is still being heated or has not been fully 
warmed up by the upwelling asthenosphere during the delamination (Beck et al., 2015; Oncken et al., 2006; 
Ward et al., 2017), marking the possible “waxing” stage of the foundering.
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6. Conclusions
In this study, we applied FWI to investigate the seismic velocity struc-
ture beneath the Central Andes from 16°S to 30°S and from the Chilean 
and Peruvian forearc into the eastern foreland in Bolivia and Argentina. 
We used 117 earthquakes recorded at 584 stations, which provided 9,150 
unique ray paths. The new velocity model reveals a high resolution seis-
mic structure including the crust and upper mantle (the spatial resolu-
tion is around 20–25 km in the crust and 30–40 km in the upper mantle), 
which allows a better understanding of the variation of hydration in the 
mantle wedge and subsequent size of crustal magma bodies. The main 
features are highlighted in Figure 15 with selected volume contours.

 1.  The subducting Nazca slab and the transitions between flat and nor-
mal-dip subduction are fully imaged in the onshore region

 2.  Crustal partial melting and the hydrated mantle wedge beneath the 
volcanic arc are also clearly imaged as low-velocity zones. There is a 
general trend, from north to south, for the magnitude of these anom-
alies to become smaller, demonstrating a spatial variation from the 
north to the south but there are local variations on top of this trend

 2a.  Hints for higher hydration of the incoming oceanic crust and litho-
sphere are identified in offshore low-velocity anomalies. These are 
followed by higher inferred degree of serpentinization in the mantle 
wedge beneath the southern Peru, possibly associated with the sub-
duction of the Nazca Fracture Zone

 2b.  Weaker crustal partial melting and a lower degree of hydration within 
the mantle wedge beneath the Pica Volcanic Gap from 19.8°S to 21°S 
are observed just where also intraslab seismicity is reduced compared 
to the south of this anomalous region. At this latitude, the Iquique 
ridge is subducting and seems to reduce (rather than enhance) fluid 
input into the mantle wedge and crust

 3.  Underthrusting of the leading edge from the Brazilian Shield beneath 
the southern Altiplano and the westward sinking of the delaminated 
lithosphere beneath the southern Puna are clearly imaged, while the 
autochthonous lithosphere still appears to be present in the south of 
the study region below the Sierras Pampeanas. The southward weak-
ening of the crustal magma reservoirs and the variable shapes of the 
back-arc lithosphere can be interpreted as delineating different stages 
of the lithospheric evolution. The transition from the “waning” to the 
“waxing” stages of the lithospheric foundering from the north to the 
south is confirmed and associated with the southward sweeping of 
the Juan Fernandez Ridge and the flat subduction.

Data Availability Statement
Waveform data and station meta data were downloaded using the ObsPy (Krischer, Megies, et al., 2015) 
module through the International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (FDSN) webservices and 
obtained from the GEOFON Data Management Center (https://geofon.gfz-potsdam.de/waveform/archive/) 
and Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data Management Center (IRISDMC; http://www.
iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/). The final velocity model could be accessed through https://doi.org/10.5880/
GFZ.2.4.2021.005 (Gao & Tilmann, 2021).
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Figure 15. Conceptual model illustrated with volume contours retrieved 
from isotropic VS. The regions enclosed by dark yellow surfaces represent 
low-velocity anomalies (partial melting) within the crust and red denotes 
low-velocity anomalies within the uppermost mantle, representing the 
mantle wedge and subslab asthenosphere; blue marks high-velocity 
regions interpreted as Nazca and continental lithosphere, color-scaled 
by depth. Volcanoes are denoted by magenta triangles. White rectangles 
indicate main cities in the Chile.
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